
 
 

DoALL Sawing Products Announces the Cut Above Warranty 
An industry first for product warranty in industrial sawing equipment is now available. 

Minneapolis, July 20, 2020: DoALL Sawing Products announces today its new 10 year warranty for industrial 
sawing machines, called the DoALL® Cut Above Warranty. 

“I’m excited to announce the new DoALL Cut Above Warranty to the industrial sawing industry. We’re confident 
that our products are built to last and are putting our seal of quality on each and every new machine we sell,” 
Kurt Plechaty, President, DoALL Sawing Products. 

The DoALL® CUT ABOVE limited lifetime warranty* is the first of its type in the industrial sawing industry. It is 
designed to keep our customers cutting above the competition – day-in, day-out.  
 
“At DoALL Sawing Products we believe our people and products are the truly the best in the metal cutting band 
saw industry. Our Cut Above Warranty is just another example of our team finding innovative ways to serve our 
customers and add value for the long haul,” Steve Yulga, Director of Sales and Marketing for DoALL Sawing 
Products. 
  
DoALL will cover any material or workmanship defect to your machine** with no questions asked. Simply use 
DoALL genuine blades and coolants, and perform scheduled preventative maintenance with a DoALL Certified 
Technician to be covered. 
 
We’re confident that our sawing machines will stand the test of time. Act now to be a cut above in your 
industry. 
  
For more information, please visit the DoALL® Cut Above Warranty web page.  
  
*Limited lifetime warranty period of ten (10) years on listed “coverage.” The warranty is only available on new sawing 
machines. **Coverage excludes typical wear items. 
 
DoALL Sawing Products was founded in 1927 by Leighton A. Wilkie; who invented and manufactured the first 
metal cutting band saw in 1933. With over 90 years of manufacturing history in the Minneapolis, MN area, the 
DoALL brand has been known for innovation from day one. With the most complete line of band saws in the 
industry, DoALL offers industrial sawing machines for high production, general-purpose, miter cutting, vertical 
contour, and custom engineered sawing solutions. 
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